Replacing the water pump for the VW Transporter IV

Applies to motor codes ACU, AEN, AET, AEU, APL and AVT manufactured until 02/2000

Caution!
According to the vehicle manufacturer’s specifications the following applies:
When replacing the water pump with an 18-tooth belt pulley for a new one with a 20-tooth belt pulley (MEYLE no. 113 012 0042/HD), the new version camshaft sprocket (Ref. no. 023 109 111 D) must be installed along with it.
Due to the modified belt pulley it might be difficult to install the toothed belt.

Note:
For all water pumps with belt pulley Wulf Gaertner Autoparts recommend to replace all the belt drive components when replacing the toothed belt or the water pump itself.

Please observe that it might be necessary to replace the camshaft pulley!